Cabins

Environmental sustainability meets comfort

Your award-winning accommodation for the three nights of your walk has been designed and built for comfort and minimal environmental impact. These cabins maximise warmth year-round through solar-passive design and being well insulated.

At each site, there are comfortable sleeping rooms and separate social buildings for eating and dining. Toilets are less than a few minutes walk away.

The cabins provide you with a choice of comfortable indoor and outdoor spaces. Timber decks allow you to easily move between buildings while protecting the vegetation.

- Each overnight site has been selected for the views offered (a different cape each night!), landscape variety (moorland, forest and scrub), walking distance between each day, helicopter accessibility for servicing, and bushfire safety.
- Use of building materials which are aesthetically beautiful, require minimal maintenance, and provide maximum protection from bushfires (e.g. sheet metal, cement sheet, high-density timber).
- Rainwater tanks to provide pure fresh rainwater for drinking and cooking.
- Pellet heaters (which use a by-product of waste timber) to provide extra warmth in shared dining hubs when required (sleeping rooms are unheated).
- Toilet waste is collected for offsite disposal and treatment.
- Downward sloping windows where required, to minimise the risk of bird strike.
- Each site has a reference library with a selection of books and board games.
- The kitchen areas are equipped with four burner gas cooktops, a selection of cooking utensils, pots and pans.

At each site, there are two separate sleeping cabins linked by a timber deck. The cabins sleep 48 in total in a co-share arrangement, with 6 rooms configured for 4 walkers and 3 rooms configured for 8 walkers. The 8-walker rooms include a partial wall, effectively making two smaller rooms for four walkers. You may be sharing a room with families that include children or an infant.

Rooms are allocated by the Host Ranger who has a list of arriving walkers, and will make their best effort to put people on the same booking in the same room. If you are travelling with friends or family who are making separate bookings, at time of booking please identify members of your group in the comments box.

Please check all items on the packing list to make sure you have everything you need.

Each walker has their own bed (single extra-long mattress). You need to bring your own sleeping bag (and inflatable pillow, if desired).
Shared dining hubs include a reference library (guidebooks and Tasmanian fiction), board games and yoga mats.

Cooking utensils, biodegradable detergent and scourers are provided. Remember to bring your own tea towel, cutlery, bowl, plate and cup.